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INTRODUCTION  

 

1. Reasons for selectiong topic 

One of the constituent elements of a library is document. Documents 

are valuable assets, resources, strength and pride of a library. Consequently, 

document preservation is one of the most important tasks of public libraries. 

In Vietnam, the preservation of documents is very important. 

Specifically, the Party and State have made many legal documents related to 

the preservation of documents in the library. However, the reasonable 

document preservation policy to promote this activity sustainable 

development in our country has not been  built. Most of public libraries find it 

difficult to maintain and develop this activity. In addition, funding sources are 

unstable, staff are not equipped with professional preservation work, 

equipments are not modern enough to maintain and develop preservation 

activities. Moreover, Vietnam is a country with tropical climate and monsoon. 

Therefore, the complex temperature, humidity and lighting conditions have 

greatly influenced on the preservation of documents in libraries. The libraries 

of the Mekong Delta provinces are not out of this reality 

From the reasons mentioned above, it is time to have specific and 

effective solutions to overcome this situation. Therefore, the author selected 

the issue: "Document preservation at the Mekong Delta provincial 

libraries" as a PhD thesis. 

2. Overview of research issues  

Studies in the United Kingdom, the United States, France and 

UNESCO, the IFLA have identified the factors that affect the preservation 

of documents in library and provide solutions to preserve them in libraries in 

a comprehensive and systematic way. This is the basis for Southeast Asian 

libraries in research and application of requirements to improve the 

efficiency of document preservation and their application on the basis of 

geographic location, the human, material and financial resources of those 

libraries, libraries in Vietnam are no exception. However, the solutions to 

preserve the documents suitable with the conditions of each country in 

Southeast Asia such as policies, headquarters and warehouses, preservation 

environment, especially human resources are still limited... they are not 

discussed in detail in these documents. 

In Vietnam, many factors that affect document preservation in libraries 

have been studied and analyzed but these influential factors are not 

systematized, such as preservation policy, human resources, material 
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facilities, expenses, techniques, factors affect the durability of documents. 

There is no document to study the temperature, humidity condition, ... the 

response to catastrophe, tsunami, floods, ... by the region specifically, such 

as the Mekong Delta, the Red River Delta, ... So in this thesis the author will 

solve the problems mentioned above. 

3. Scientific hypothesis of a topic  

Status of document preservation at libraries in Mekong Delta has not 

been well implemented. By lack of policy, planning and preservation 

standards. Besides, other activities, such as: preventive preservation; 

restorative preservation as well as the conditions for preservation: personnel, 

funding, sense of preservation of information users, ... are still limited. 

If the provincial libraries in Mekong Delta carry out to build the policy 

and effectively apply measures of preventive and restorative preservation 

and enhance the conditions for preservation, the  document preservation at 

the Mekong Delta provincial librarie  will achieve better results, 

contributing to preserve the written cultural values of every province in 

particular and the country in general. 

4. Object and scope of the study 

* Object of study: Preserve documents at the Mekong Delta provincial 

libraries.  

* Scope of space, time 

Study on document preservation activities at 13 provincial libraries in 

the Mekong Delta from 2012 to 2016. 

* Scope of study      

The dissertation focuses on paper documents of 13 provincial 

libraries in the Mekong Delta as it is a large-scale form of documents that 

show signs of deterioration very quickly. If there are not timely solutions for 

preservation, it is impossible to avoid losses, damages to the document 

warehouse of the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta. Other types of 

materials are investigated, researched preliminarily and basic preservation 

measures are presented. 

5. Research objectives and tasks 

5.1. Aims of study 

This project is aimed at proposing solutions to improve the efficiency 

of document preservation at provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta, thus 

creating a basis and stable foundation for document preservation at 

provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta to develop firmly. 
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5.2. Tasks of study 

To achieve this purpose, the topic focuses on the following tasks: 

- Studying theories on document preservation at libraries. 

- Surveying, analyzing and evaluating the status of document 

preservation at the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta, finding 

objective and subjective reasons that affect document preservation at 

provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta. 

- Proposing solutions and recommendations to improve document 

preservation in accordance with the conditions of Mekong Delta region. 

6. Significance of the research topic 

6.1. Scientific significance of thesis  

The thesis contributes to clarify the theoretical basis for document 

preservation at libraries. On that basis, it affirms the important role of 

document preservation at library, contributing to improve the quality of 

library activities in the current development trend. 

6.2. Practical significance of thesis  

- The topic contributes scientific bases as a reference for all levels of 

leaders in making policies for document preservation in general and 

document preservation at the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta in 

particular. 

- Improve the quality of document preservation at provincial libraries in 

the Mekong Delta on a stable and sustainable development. 

- The dissertation is a useful source of reference for managers and 

provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta in enhancing the quality of 

document preservation as well as the training institutions and researchers in 

the field of document preservation. 

7. Methodology and research methods  

7.1. Methodology 

The thesis utilizes dialectical and historical materialism methodology 

and simultaneously relies on the Party and State's views on library work in 

general and document preservation in particular in order to carry out 

research tasks. . 

7.2. Research methods  

The dissertation uses research methods: data collection, analysis and 

synthesis, sociological survey, observation and statistical survey. 
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8. Thesis structure  

Besides the introduction, conclusion, list of references and appendices, 

the thesis is divided into three chapters. 

Chapter 1. . Theoretical and practical bases for document preservation 

at the public libraries 

Chapter 2. The status of document preservation at the Mekong Delta 

provincial libraries. 

Chapter 3. Solutions to improve document preservation efficiently at 

the Mekong Delta provincial libraries. 

 

Chapter 1 

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL BASES FOR DOCUMENT 

PRESERVATION AT THE PUBLIC LIBRARIES  
 

1.1. Theoretical bases for document preservation at the public 

libraries  

1.1.1. Concepts of document preservation and related concepts   

* Preservation and document preservation  

In Vietnamese dictionary, preservation is preserved from damage or 

loss. According to the IFLA, the preservation of documents is subject to all 

management and financial considerations including archives and 

equipments, proficiency of staff, policies, technology and methods related to 

the preservation of library materials and information contained inside.  

* Conservation and document conservation 

As a Vietnamese dictionary, conservation is to keep something from 

losing. Document conservation is a technical activity that directly impacts 

the document to reduce or slow down the process of document damage in 

the library. 

1.1.2. Concept of preventive preservation   

Preventive preservation is the first work in document preservation to 

extend the life of a document including activities, such as disinfection of 

documents before storage and service, making book covers when having 

new documents, preventing inserts, making hygiene (including office, 

warehouse, documents, shelves, ...), arranging warehouse reasonably, 

putting documents on shelves, bringing out them into service , educating the 

awareness of document preservation for information users and librarians, 

ensuring security and preventing disasters ... etc. 
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1.1.3. Concepts of restorative preservation   

Restorative preservation is considered to be an activity that requires 

highly specialized repair techniques ... It includes the things, such as making 

binding, making back of books, making boxes for preservation of 

documents, mending the torn documents, flattening documents, dealing with 

wet or mouldy documents, restoring damaged documents to be a state close 

to the origin... or proccessing by microfilm techniques, digitizing documents 

. The rare documents damaged must be restored.  

1.1.4. Factors that affect document preservation in libraries  

1.1.4.1. Policy for document preservation  

Preservation policy as a guideline, helping the document preservation 

in the library to be developed stably and firmly. Making preservation policy 

is the process of identifying general and specific requirements for the 

protection of collected materials, identifying priority cases, identifying 

funding sources for work performance, identifying a process that allows the 

agency to develop a preservation program for both present and future. 

1.1.4.2. Human resources for preservation  

*The Librarians   

Currently, librarians are trained at a level of awareness to the 

importance of document preservation in library but they are not trained in 

depth, they have no chance to practice restoration and repair documents in a 

professional way so document preservation in libraries now are mainly to 

maintain activities.  

* Information users  

Information users are still unaware of using documents that has a 

considerable impact on the preservation of materials in library. 

1.1.4.3. Facilities for preservation and restoration 

* Head office and document warehouse 

The library with stable structure is certainly one of the key factors that 

makes the documents in better and safer condition, save a lot of expense for 

preservation. 

Document warehouse in library must be put in order, shelves are 

arranged reasonably so that documents are preserved conveniently. Storage 

area is not too narrow because it is not good for air circulation. 

* Facilities for preventive preservation  

Facilities for preventive preservation is an effective tool for the library 

to create a good environment for maintaining documents that extends the 
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life of documents, if these facilities are not yet equipped or not well 

equipped, the preservation of documents becomes more difficult. 

* Facilities for restorative preservation  

For restorative preservation in library, it requires to have many 

equipments, such as deacidification equipment, machine to discover paper 

defects,distillation equipment, microfilm cameras, microfiche, photocopiers 

and other specialized tools. 

1.1.4.4. Fund for preservation and restoration 

In library, the fund for preserving and restoring documents is an 

important factor that affects the promotion or restriction of the development 

and the quality improvement of document preservation  in library. 

1.1.4.5. Techniques for preventive preservation and restoration 

* Techniques for preventive preservation  

Documents should be cleaned and disinfected prior to being repaired or 

put into storage. In addition, basic repairs in the library such as torn book 

covers, loose back of books, flattening documents...etc. must be carried out 

according to a particular process, regular and timely manner. 

* Techniques for restorative preservation  

+ Dealing with wet documents by techniques, the library performs to 

dry by air or heat in a vacuum. When documents are contaminated with 

mold, they are treated with chemicals or by cooling, gamma ray and 

ultraviolet radiation. 

+ With techniques of strenghening or mending, documents are made by 

machine or by heat. To deacidify on the materials, methods are used such as 

using alcoholic, solution or gas ... 

1.1.5. Factors affecting the durability of documents   

* Preservative environment in the document warehouse 

The temperature, humidity in document warehouse is not guarantee 

that will do harm to documents, destroying the physical, chemical and 

biological aspects of archives. In the air there are eggs from harmful insects 

flying to document warehouse, becoming an implicit risk. This is also a 

condition for them to appear, doing harm to library materials, such as 

cockroaches, mice, termites... etc. The light can fade papers, becoming 

stained or discoloured. In addition, molds also contain coloring agents that 

tarnish the papers, fabric, skin and affect human health. 
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* Security and disaster 

Heritage protection organizations like UNESCO, IFLA regularly 

recommend libraries for security (theft, war, fire... etc.) and natural disasters 

(earthquakes, tsunamis, floods...etc.). ). Disasters have become more and 

more unpredictable and have left heavy losses to libraries. 

* The aging of materials 

"Aging is a process of change in chemical composition, the paper 

becomes yellow, reduces the mechanical strength, the fibers become brittle, 

fragile ..." In addition, the chemical components in ink and printing 

techniques, bindings also contribute to damage documents. 

1.1.6. Some requirements to ensure the durability of documents  

* Temperature, humidity 

According to the regulations of IFLA, ideal temperature condition for 

paper documents in the warehouse is from 20
0 

± 2
0
C. Humidity is below 

65%. According to the State Archives of Vietnam in 1995: "temperature: 20 

± 2
o
C, humidity: 50 ± 5%". 

* The light 

According to the rules of the IFLA, the light in the document 

warehouse is from 50 to 200 lux. According to the 1995 State Archives, "the 

illumination on the document: in storage is 15-25 lux, in reading room is 

100 lux. " 

* Air quality 

According to the regulations of State Archives in 1995, "the amount of 

wind in storage must be always maintained with a speed 5m / sec; the output 

of wind rotation is about 1-8 times the volume in the storage/ an hour. 

1.1.7. The role of document preservation in the public libraries  

Document preservation serves as a foundation for thepublic libraries to 

perform their functions, such as collecting, storing, preserving and 

exploiting documents, as a step in the chain of library information activities. 

Even it is a division in the information - library agencies. As a basis for 

deciding the existence and development of the public libraries, strengthening 

one of the four constituents of a library, it is information resource and it 

decides the service quality of library.  

1.1.8. Requirements for document preservation in the public libraries  

Public libraries need to meet the requirements in order to ensure: best 

preservation of materials in the public libraries - cultural heritage of the nation 

and the world; both preserving and expanding the services for readers; 

preserving large information resources with different  information carriers but 
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limited in funding, human resources and equipments, ...; synchronism; 

stabilization; legality; cohesiveness and cooperation. 

1.2. Practical bases for document preservation in the public 

libraries 

1.2.1. Overview of the Mekong Delta region 

* Geographical location 

The Mekong delta is the vast delta region, the lagest one in a country, it 

is even and flat delta, ecological multiform. Its area is 40,576.6 km2, 

accounting for 12.2% of the country's total area. 

* Climate condition - hydrography 

The Mekong Delta is located in the monsoon tropical zone with hot and 

humid climate throughout the year. This delta often occurs two extremes: 

too much water or too short of water. The redundant water causes the 

Mekong Delta to undergo periodic flood each year, the flood time usually 

lasts very long. In contrast, the periodic lack of water in one season each 

year makes the entire delta dry. 

* Socio-economic situation  

The Mekong Delta is an area with favorable natural conditions for 

economic development. However, this is still a region with low-income, the 

economy is not highly developed. Although, nowadays there have been new 

developments, rural infrastructure has been built, upgraded and improved 

more and more. 

* Cultural and educational situation  

The cross-cultural communication of ethnic groups in Mekong Delta 

has made its own characteristics of the land. "It can be said that water has 

become a factor that connects closely with culture in the Mekong Delta for 

many years. An unique cultural feature that only can be seen in the Mekong 

Delta, it is difficult to have in other parts of the country. 

 "The Mekong Delta has made great strides in its development, and the 

demand for higher education of people has increased. 

1.2.2. Characteristics of the Mekong Delta provincial libraries 

1.2.2.1. The duties of the Mekong Delta provincial libraries 

Apart from carrying out the tasks of public libraries in general, the 

libraries in Mekong Delta need to fulfill the task of preserving documents. 

All information is stored carefully, it helps the provincial libraries in the 

Mekong Delta perform well as the local cultural and scientific institutions, 

actively contributing to the task of building, developing local area and 

especially maintaining the cultural heritage of the locality in particular and 

the country in general. 
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1.2.2.3. Documentary features of the Mekong Delta provincial libraries   

*On the types 

In the Mekong Delta, the source of precious documents is documents 

made by leaves (Corypha lecomtei) of the Khmer ethnic group, which are 

kept in pagodas in An Giang, Tra Vinh and Soc Trang ... Based on the 

results of the author's investigation, the number of paper documents at the 

provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta is 2,399,880 copies. Modern 

documents are popular databases, such as books, newspapers, magazines, 

monographs and full text documents. For the books database, the average 

number of each provincial library in the Mekong Delta is from 30,000 to 

40,000 records. Audio-visual materials, such as CD-ROM, magnetic tapes, 

magnetic discs ... were added by provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta 

with 12,138 copies. 

* On the contents 

The content of library collections at the Mekong Delta provincial libraries 

includes different fields, such as science and technology; social politics; 

literature and arts and other contents. In addition, the source of monographic 

documents is one of the most valuable resources of the provincial libraries in the 

Mekong Delta. The number of monographic documents of provincial libraries 

in this region is from 1,000 to 2,000 copies. 

*On the time 

Library materials were mainly published after 1975. Audio-visual 

materials, databases... in the libraries are from the year 2000 to present. 

1.2.2.3. Human resource  

According to the survey, there are 328 staff in the Mekong Delta 

libraries. The number of library staff at the provincial libraries having 

postgraduate degree makes up 3%,university degree is 67%; collegial, 

professional and primary schools account for 18%; Others are accounted for 

12%. The librarians trained in library speciality account for 47%, librarians 

with information technology degree account for 13%, foreign language 

degree is 5,5% and others account for 34,5%. 

1.2.2.4. Information users  

According to the survey data, the provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta have a population of 68,317 information users. Currently, the 

information users of provincial libraries are all local people, they are 

classified by groups, such as pupils and students, teachers and civil servants, 

employees, workers and other occupations. Every year, the number of 

information users at provincial libraries in Mekong Delta increases, it shows 

that the intensity of material circulation in these libraries is high. Thus, the 
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life expectancy of materials will decline rapidly so that they need to be 

reasonably preserved to prolong their useful life. 

1.2.2.4. Linkages of Mekong Delta provincial libraries in preservation 

In recent years, the Library Union has organized seminars and conferences 

to share experiences in serving information users, book circulation,  movement 

building at grassroots level, information technology application, such as 

organizing the competition for librarians to introduce books annually, sharing 

information resources...etc. However, the linkage between provincial libraries in 

the Mekong Delta has not been taken into account due to the limited techniques 

in preservation and restoration of these libraries. 

1.2.5. Document preservation experiences of libraries all over the 

world 

Document preservation of libraries in many countries is paid much 

attention. This work is invested and developed very soon. Preservation 

policies are maintained by the libraries in England, France, USA, Japan and 

China as the basis for setting up preservation centers, the preservation and 

restoration of rare and precious materials is a top priority, organizing the 

training program for preservative staff. The application of modern 

equipments, such as HVAC system, methods of processing materials 

infected with moisture, mold and acid, restoration of documents, digitization 

of documents, RFID technology ... are implemented by these libraries. In 

addition, the use of herbal preservation methods to limit the damage for 

precious materials of Chinese libraries is a valuable experience for libraries 

in Vietnam to study and apply rationally.  

 

Summary of chapter 1 

In short, document preservation of the public libraries in the world 

is taken care and invested, a certain development with a lot of research work 

is widely disseminated. Concepts of document preservation, preventive 

preservation, restorative preservation are clearly defined. In addition, 

libraries have studied the factors that affect the preservation of materials in 

public libraries, such as preservation policy development; human resources 

for preservation; facilities for preservation and restoration; funds for 

preservation and restoration; preservation techniques. The experience 

lessons learned about the preservation of documents from many countries 

around the world are the foundation for Vietnamese public libraries to 

develop preservation activities in their libraries. The provincial libraries in 

the Mekong Delta are keeping a source of written documents such as paper 

documents, magnetic tapes, magnetic discs, optical disks, databases...etc., 
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they need to be preserved and maintained. The facilities, funds for the 

provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta basically meet the activities of these 

libraries. The staff is gradually improving their professional qualifications. 

This is the basis to help libraries in the Mekong Delta to work well in order 

to meet the information needs of local people effectively. 

 

Chapter 2 

STATUS OF DOCUMENT PRESERVATION AT THE MEKONG 

DELTA PROVINCIAL LIBRARIES 

 

2.1. Preventive preservation in the library 

2.1.1. Covering and disinfecting documents before storing and serving  

Libraries in the other countries usually carry out the preventive  

preservation by covering documents with hard cover or cardboard boxes. 

The material should be disinfected to avoid spreading pathogenic bacteria or 

mold spores in the documentation area. Currently, due to financial 

conditions, the covering, boxing and disinfection of materials before storing 

and serving has not been implemented by libraries in the Mekong Delta. 

2.1.2. Location of warehouse and document arrangement in the 
warehouse  

2.1.2.1. Location of document warehouse 

Currently, 46% of the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta arranges 

the document warehouse on the first floor and 54% arranges the warehouse 

on the second and third floor. A number of libraries locates the document 

warehouse on the first floor because these libraries are pre-built buildings 

and they do not meet standards of a library building for material storage and 

preservation. 

2.1.2.2. Document arrangement in the warehouse 

Documents are arranged too tightly on the shelves, even stacked, especially 

newspapers and magazines that are easy to damage the back and make moisture 

between them. In addition, the distance between shelves is too narrow, only 

about 0.5m to 0.7m, such as libraries in Long An, Vinh Long, Tra Vinh and Soc 

Trang…etc. The documents for exhibition and introduction are placed in the 

glass cabinet of reading rooms, borrowing rooms…etc. but material covers are 

bent after a while due to having no bookends. 

2.1.3. Sanitation work  

2.1.3.1. Sanitation inside and outside the library building 

According to the survey result, every year the provincial libraries in  

the Mekong Delta periodically clear the water supply and drainage pipes, 
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check the roofs, ... However, six among nine libraries using trash cans 

without lids in the working room are at risk of attracting insects to attack the 

material warehouse and materials in the nearby area. 

        2.1.3.2. Cleaning the warehouse 

The survey result shows that there are 10/13 libraries (accounting for 

77%) equipped with large vacuum cleaners to clean the warehouse and 

warehouse floor. Three libraries are not equipped with vacuum cleaners to 

clean the warehouse and warehouse floor, including those of Vinh Long, 

Kien Giang, Ben Tre. In particular, the library of Can Tho Province is 

equipped with a portable small-capacity vacuum cleaner, making the 

cleaning work on shelves convenient and fast. 

2.1.3.3. Cleaning documents 

The entire Mekong Delta region has four provincial libraries carrying 

out the cleaning of material appearance once a year, such as libraries of An 

Giang, Can Tho, Tien Giang and Vinh Long. Cleaning tools are very simple, 

mainly including towels and foam rubber. However, cleaning each page has 

not been done by libraries in the Mekong Delta as it requires a lot of time, 

budget and effort of library staff. 

2.1.4. Prevention of moisture and pest  

2.1.4.1. Moisture prevention 

The moisture prevention at libraries in the Mekong Delta is performed 

by using natural wind. Equipment for moisture control in most of these 

libraries are fans and ventilators. 

2.1.4.2. Pest prevention 

According to the survey result, most of the provincial libraries in the 

Mekong Delta sign contracts with termite and insect control companies to 

spray chemicals for prevention of termites and insects in the library. In 

addition, provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta implement measures of 

reducing the entry of mice into the material repository to a minimum 

through sewers, drainage pipes, power lines, etc. However, drainage pipes 

are not installed tightly to prevent mice from entering the library and 

material warehouse. Furthermore, provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta 

prevent mold by inspecting and cleaning the material warehouse every year  

2.1.5. . Security and disaster control  

* Security control 

The provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta have at least one security 

guard to ensure the security and property of the library. Most libraries have 

their own ways for users to access the library and these ways are well 
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controlled. Signs guiding the assessing areas for users and for the staff are 

located in the library to instruct the information users. 

* Disaster control  

For the Mekong Delta provincial libraries, annual flood response is a 

task needed regular implementation. However, libraries have not yet taken 

precautionary measures against this potential impact factor. Fire prevention 

in provincial libraries of the Mekong Delta is strictly implemented through 

issuing regulations on fire fighting and prevention in the library. Intramural 

regulations, banning signs and fire-fighting instruction signs are attached in 

the corridor area to help the library staff and users see easily and comply 

with the regulations. 

2.1.6. Raising awareness of material preservation in the library 

2.1.6.1. Library staff 

According to the survey result, 55.4% of the library staff at the 

provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta said that the material preservation 

was very important. However, 44.6% of the library staff said that the 

material preservation was relatively important. Library staff are enhanced 

awareness of the preservation through: meetings of the division or of the 

entire library (48.8%); seminars and conferences in the library (33%); 

working processes, such as material repair, warehouse cleaning… (24%). 

2.1.6.2. Information users 

According to the survey result, information users’ actions that affect 

materials at the libraries of the Mekong Delta are usually habitual actions, 

such as folding corners, writing on materials, rolling materials while 

holding, using materials to shelter from the rain… etc. and these actions still 

account for a relatively high rate (from 20% to 50%). The modes for raising 

awareness for information users’ material preservation in provincial libraries 

of the Mekong Delta are not diversified and regular. 

2.2. Restorative preservation in the library 

2.2.1. Basic repair 

2.2.1.1. Repairing old documents 

The survey result showed that the status of materials at the provincial 

libraries of the Mekong Delta evaluated being good accounts for 41%, 

average accounts for 39%, but the proportion of materials needed repairing 

accounts for up to 20%. This is not a small percentage, so libraries should 

take it into consideration. Techniques of material repair in provincial 

libraries of the Mekong Delta remains manual and the libraries mainly 

perform basic repairs to slightly damaged materials. 
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2.2.1.2. Binding book covers 

The proportion of provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta that has 

materials covered by plastic for preservation accounts for 31%. The 

proportion of plastic covered documents in An Giang provincial library is 

the highest (28.3%); this proportion in Dong Thap provincial library is 15%. 

80% of the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta uses the service of 

binding newspapers and magazines in the outside book binding stores  

2.2.2. Restorative repair  

Currently, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta have not been 

able to repair damaged materials, but only minor repairs, ensuring longer 

service life for the users. If the material is too old or damaged, it will be 

included in the liquidation list. 

2.2.3. Document transformation  

The provincial libraries of the Mekong Delta transform documents into 

other information carriers by copying or digitizing. Some libraries in the 

Mekong Delta photocopy documents to substitute for heavily damaged originals 

and continue serving; specifically, Can Tho library: 120 copies, An Giang 

library: 89 copies. In addition, these libraries digitize documents to conserve the 

information contents. Specifically, Can Tho library has the highest rate of 

digitizing (nearly 400,000 pages), followed by Ca Mau library (nearly 300,000 

pages), Tien Giang library with nearly 250,000 pages. 

2.3. Factors affecting the durability of documents and document 

preservation at libraries in the Mekong Delta 

2.3.1. Factors affecting the durability of documents 

2.3.1.1. Document  preservation environment 

* Temperature and humidity control 

In the rainy season, the temperature difference from the standard level 

is 10 to 11
o
C, and the humidity increases from 30 to 40%. In the flood 

season, the humidity in the repository of libraries not only increases but 

continues until the end of flood period so that the material is always in high 

humidity for a long time. According to the survey result, the library group 

having over 50% moisture in materials accounts for 38%. 

* Lighting system 

The lighting system in the document warehouse is very low and does 

not use protective boxes to prevent direct light on the material. 70% of the 

libraries in the Mekong Delta have fabric blinds fitted at windows of the 

document warehouse to protect from the sun... 

* Air quality 

For the libraries having no ventilating system, the air circulation is 

primarily by opening windows and doors when the document warehouse is 
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too moist and contaminated. According to the survey result, the library 

group has dust contaminated with more than 50% of the total area 

accounting for 46%. The library group having materials over 20% infected 

with mold and insects accounts for 15%. 

* Aging of the materials  

The results of survey showed that for the quality of printing papers, 

31% of the library group has good quality of printed materials, accounting 

for 30-40%. For the quality of good ink, 76.9% of the library group has the 

ratio of over 50% and 23.1% of the library group has the ratio of 40-50%. 

For the quality of cover, the library group with good cover quality is 30-

40%, accounting for 69%. The provincial libraries of the Mekong Delta with 

good cover quality have the ratio of 40-50%. For the quality of material 

binding techniques,  the library group with good technical quality has the 

ratio of 30-40%, accounting for 69%. For the bad quality of material binding 

techniques, there is 77% of the library group, accounting for less than 20%. 

* Security and disaster 

Despite the loss of materials in libraries of the Mekong Delta, the safety 

and security in the library is assured because every library has security 

guards to perform this task. The inundation in libraries of the Mekong Delta 

accounts for 23%; roof leakage and storm-water into windows of the library 

in the rainy season accounts for 77%. 

2.3.2. Factors affecting the preservation in the Mekong Delta 

provincial libraries 

2.3.2.1. Policies for document preservation in libraries 

Currently, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta have not 

developed the preservation policy so it is impossible to make and concretize 

the short-term and long-term plans for material preservation in the library 

2.3.2.2. Human resources for document preservation  

* Library staff 

The survey showed that the proportion of library staff attending short-

term training courses was 85%, partly training accounted for 15%. 100% 

number of library staff  at the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta is not 

been trained deeply in this field. 

* Information users 

The information users in libraries of the Mekong Delta evaluate the 

materials served quite well, but the status of yellowing materials has the 

highest rate (51.4%), materials that break down covers accounts for 43.5%, 

materials missing pages account for 34.8%. The number of information 

users, who suggest the library to organize training on proper material use for 

them, accounts for 40%.   
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2.3.2.3. . Facilities for preservation and restoration 

* Library headquarter and document warehouse 

According to the survey result, the headquarter of some libraries in 

general and the area for document warehouse in particular do not match 

correspondingly with the development of materials, even the renovated and 

upgraded libraries. The window system does not fit with blinds, screens… 

etc, creating favorable conditions for insects and pests to enter the library as 

well as light shines directly on materials on the warehouse. The warehouse 

system in provincial libraries of the Mekong Delta is usually located on the 

first floor or second floor or third floor because some of the libraries are 

private houses so the room layout is not reasonable and standard as per a 

library’s function. 

* Equipments 

The survey result showed that most provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta are provided with equipments such as televisions (62%), CD and DVD 

players (46.2%), printers (100%) and copiers (77%). The libraries in the 

Mekong Delta using fans in the document warehouse account for 69.2%, 

using ventilators accounts for 61.5%. The proportion of wood shelves used 

in document warehouse is 50%. 46.2% of these libraries have automatic fire 

alarms. The number of libraries conveying materials by elevator to the upper 

floor where the repository is located accounts only 15%. 

2.3.2.4. . Budget 

The budget for operation of provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta is 

higher than that of the previous year and quite stable. Annual operating 

budget increases by 12.7% on average. Particularly, the budget for material 

preservation accounts for 0.2% to 3% of the total operating budget of the 

library. 

2.4. An assessment on the status of document preservation at the 

Mekong Delta provincial libraries 

2.4.1. Advantages 

For the preventive preservation, provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta arrange the storage for archives to ensure safety for the materials. The 

activities of cleaning headquarters, repositories, shelves and spraying 

chemicals for termite and insect prevention are carried out periodically on an 

annual basis. In addition, the library staff are enhanced the awareness of 

preservation through meetings, conferences, seminars, etc. The users are 

highly appreciated by library staff because of their awareness of material 

preservation during the use. In addition, the libraries comply with 

regulations on safety and security of the fire fighting and prevention... 
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For restorative preservation, provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta 

perform basic repairs such as mending torn materials, sewing or gluing loose 

materials, etc. Binding newspapers and magazines into sheaves as per 

month, quarter and year are maintained by libraries although the number is 

not much. At the same time, provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta 

digitize materials to maintain the information value. 

The provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta have made great efforts to 

limit the factors that affect the durability of the material, such as protecting 

materials from external factors (such as temperature, humidity, light, air, 

pests, ...), ensuring security in the library. 

Grounds of the advantages  

- Support of local authorities (such as People’s Committees of 

province and city, Department of Culture, Sports and Tourism). 

- Regarding human resources, the provincial libraries of the Mekong 

Delta arrange staffs for document preservation; assign staff to attend training 

courses on document preservation. In addition, most of the users has a sense 

of preserving assets and materials in the library. 

- The facility and document warehouse of provincial libraries in the 

Mekong Delta are more spacious due to upgrading or newly building. 

- Equipment for document preservation in provincial libraries of the 

Mekong Delta include vacuum cleaners, elevators, trolleys, ventilators, fire 

protection equipment, etc. Equipment for minor repairs include paper 

cutters, cover presses, photocopiers, scanners, cameras, computers, etc. 

- Annually, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta have a 

certain funding for document preservation. 

2.4.2. Limitations 

For preventing preservation, the provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta do not cover and disinfect materials before storaging and serving. The 

status of document warehouse located on the first floor of the library has not 

been resolved. Accordingly, the cleaning in and out of each material is not 

regularly performed by libraries. In addition, library staff and information 

users are not widely and periodically educated to enhance the awareness of 

preservation. Disasters in the library have great potential risks such as fire, 

natural disasters, storms, floods, etc., but provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta have no solutions to prevent these disasters and minimize damages 

For restorative preservation, the material repair is simply carried out by 

the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta without specific procedures. 

The tools for repairing loose materials, materials with damaged back, ... are 

simple and manual. A large number of newspapers and magazines in 
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provincial libraries of the Mekong Delta are not bound into volumes as per 

month, quarter and year. In addition, the provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta digitize materials but the number of digitized pages is still very small. 

Especially, Especially, provincial libraries have not had any policy on 

prioritized presevation and digitizing for the monographic documents.  

The durability of materials in the provincial libraries of the Mekong 

Delta is not ensured well. The environment of material preservation do not 

meet standards on temperature, humidity, light and air quality in the material 

warehouse. It is always in hot and humid conditions. The window system is 

not fitted with screens to prevent pests into the warehouse. In recent years, 

floods, tides, tornadoes, river bank erosion ... occur more and more 

frequently, causing severe damages for residents of this area. However, 

measures to cope with disasters have not been implemented by provincial 

libraries in the Mekong Delta as a matter of urgency. 

As mentioned above, the materials of the provincial libraries in the 

Mekong Delta include books, newspapers, magazines, CDROMs, magnetic 

tapes, magnetic discs ... but paper books and magazines are in large 

volumes. This type of materials was published in the 1970s and is rapidly 

deteriorating due to poor preservation. Moreover, increasing turns of users 

going to the library means that the intensity of serving and damage of the 

material also increase. Therefore, this is also a major problem the provincial 

libraries in the Mekong Delta need to take care of. 

Grounds of the limitations 

- Most provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta do not have any long-

term and strategic material preservation policy; documents regulating on 

regimes for preservation staff; cost norms for material preservation; 

Professional staff on preservation; regulations on the procedure of material 

preservation in libraries, ... 

- Regarding human resources for document preservation, provincial 

libraries in the Mekong Delta have not yet had staffs being trained in 

document preservation and users playing a role as collaborators to support in 

document preservation... 

- Regarding facilities for preservation and restoration, it can be said that 

some provincial library buildings in the Mekong Delta have not been built in 

accordance with the library’s specifications. The repository system is not 

properly arranged and does not meet the prescribed standards. Equipment 

for the preservation in the library is still backward, having no camera 

system, magnetic door, ... to guarantee security. At the same time, 

equipment such as computers, scanners are not upgraded frequently, 
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forming a barrier to the application of library management software such as 

RFID, digital technology... 

- The annual budget for document preservation is low and unstable. 

There is no budget for activities such as propaganda, guiding users to use 

properly materials, disseminating usage procedures, proper exposure to 

materials for all of the library staff in particular and the whole province in 

general, digitization of materials... etc. 

- Regarding the material repair and restoration in the provincial 

libraries of the Mekong Delta, the restoration for severely damaged 

materials such as paper contaminated with acid, wet materials… is not 

carried out well. 

Summary of chapter 2 

In recent years, the provincial libraries of the Mekong Delta have 

gained a lot of achievements for human resources, modern equipments and 

spacious facilities. It is opening to a new prospect for the future 

development of provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta. However, the 

libraries need to overcome existing limitations and focus on promoting 

material preservation in the library. At the same time, the libraries need to 

consider the document preservation as a key task in the overall library 

development in the coming time. 

 

Chapter 3 

SOLUTIONS FOR ENHANCING EFFICIENCY OF DOCUMENT  

PRESERVATION AT THE MEKONG DELTA PROVINCIAL 

LIBRARIES 

3.1. General solutions 

3.1.1. Development of a preservation policy 

The State should have a national policy for preserving library 

materials. Leaders of the localities and provincial libraries in the Mekong 

Delta need to be aware of the role of preservation and implement documents 

of the State and Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism in development of 

cultural policies, in which the library is one of the cultural institutions that 

should be paid special attention to investment and development, especially 

the task of preserving the cultural heritage of the locality. 

3.1.2. Development of a preservation plan 

Provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta should develop specific action 

plans, such as prevention of humidity, molds and pests, repair and 

renovation of facilities, modern equipment, material repair, material 
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transformation, training programs for enhancing awareness of library staff as 

well as users on document preservation from time to time. 

3.1.3. Development of document preservation standards  

- In case of newly building a library, it should be pay much attention to 

the construction location and construction materials with high durability. 

The area of each repository room does not exceed 200 m
2
, and its height is 2 

- 2.5m. On average, 1 m
2
 can lay about 400 books. The window system 

meets requirements: prevented from rain, insects, pests; allowing air 

circulation in the absence of ventilation and HVAC air conditioning... 

- In case of new construction but not up to the prescribed standards, 

libraries should prioritize the renovation of the material repository, including 

windows, doors, electric, water and sewer systems... 

3.2. Solutios for preventive preservation 

3.2.1. Warehouse location and material arrangement 

First of all, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta need to locate 

the storage for archives on the 2nd floor but not the first floor. Shelves in the 

archive storage need bookends to keep the materials at the end of of shelves 

not bend the back and cover. 

3.2.2. Sanitary work   

In the provincial libraries, the sanitary work for ducument warehouse 

and for each document should be planned weekly, monthly, quarterly, and 

yearly. 

3.2.3. Prevention from humidity and pests 

The provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta should prepare a annual 

implementation plan for the prevention of humidity and pests. At the end of 

the year, the prevention of humidity and pests should be reported and 

evaluated as a basis for preparing a more effective prevention plan. 

3.2.4. Plan for security and disaster prevention in the library  

* For security issues 

Libraries need to make a plan that requires accountability of library 

staff and information users for the library’s material resources. The security 

door system in the library ensures the safety and can be installed with 

cameras or magnetic doors or radio wave identification doors. Security 

guards should be assigned specific tasks and responsibilities 

* For fire prevention 

The provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta should have a list of fire 

fighting equipment such as powder fire extinguishers (CO2 extinguishers), 

sand bags, buckets, pots, etc. These equipment are placed in the position 

where the library staff can find easily to timely response to the incident... 
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* Response to floods   

In the Mekong Delta, floods occur in the annual cycle so making a plan 

for flood prevention is very necessary. 

The contents of the flood response plan include risk identification; risk 

mitigation; cooperation between library with other agencies such as public 

security, suppliers of equipment for material repair after the flood; 

identifying material resources prioritized for repair; preparing a disaster 

prevention plan in writing; maintaining the plan .... 

The library staff should be regularly trained on security and disaster 

prevention. Plans for security and disaster prevention should be updated and 

widespreaded to all the staff in the library for serious implementation. 

3.2.5. Strengthening the awareness for library staff and information 

users on document preservation  

3.2.5.1. Enhancing the awareness for library staff on document 

preservation  

The author proposes some measures to enhance the awareness of 

library staff on document preservation in the library such as mobilizing all 

library staff to preserve materials in all professional stages; Printing and 

disseminating materials on the preservation for all library staff. 

3.2.5.2. Enhancing the awareness for information users on document 

preservation  

Some forms of preservation education for information users in the 

library such as training before granting the library card for users; 

distributing pamphlets and leaflets with contents on document preservation; 

printing messages, recommendations, rules, regulations to attach to the 

material; Launching preservation week... 

3.3. Solutions for restorative preservation 

3.3.1. Techniques for material repair 

According to the author, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta 

need to follow the repair procedure as described in the Guidelines of the 

National Library. The material disinfection is a task that the Mekong Delta 

libraries need to carry out regularly and before storing any material in the 

repository. 

3.3.2. Application of advanced technology in document restorative 

preservation  

For the transformation of document contents, in the current difficult 

context, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta should copy and 

digitize materials, prioritizing for the source of monographic materials. 
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3.4. Solutions for improving the document preservation and 

ensuring the durability of documents 

3.4.1. Strengthening conditions for document preservation 

3.4.1.1. Facilities 

According to the author, the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta 

need to improve the other supporting equipment to better preserve materials, 

including fans, ventilators, lights, power lines, shelves, fire-fighting 

equipment, equipment for transporting materials inside and outside the 

library, cleaning tools and the materials for repairment. 

3.4.1.2. Budget for document preservation of library 

The budget for document preservation should be allocated 10% - 15% 

of total library operating budget. At the same time, libraries may seek the 

financial support from other organizations and individuals... 

3.4.1.3 Enhancing capability of document preservation for library staff  

Libraries should have training plans to improve the capabillity of 

document preservation for library staff; reward the staff who have recorded 

achievements in document preservation. In addition, the library staff need to 

be trained professionally on document preservation, especially those are 

responsible for this task. 

3.4.2. Improving conditions for ensuring the durability of documents 

- Ensuring conditions on temperature and humidity in the repository: 

+ For provincial libraries in the submerged area, it is necessary to 

ensure the ideal temperature in the repository is 22
0
 - 26

0
C, and humidity 

below 70%. 

+ For the provincial libraries in the coastal area and areas with many 

rivers and canals, the temperature should be maintained at 22
0 

- 26
0
C, 

humidity 60-65%. 

+ For the provincial libraries located in the easternmost boundary of 

the Mekong Delta, close to the Southeast region, the temperature should be 

maintained at 22
0
 - 28

0
C and humidity 60-65%. 

- Limiting the adverse effects of light on materials by use of curtains, 

windows sticked with the anti-UV paper. Planting trees around the library to 

shade the sunlight, reducing heat and creating cool air. 

- The air in the document warehouse should be kept clean, free from 

harmful elements such as dust and dirt by modern means such as vacuum 

cleaners, ventilators, ... or opening windows to receive the outer air at the 

moment the air contains the least impurities. 
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Summary of chapter 3 

Currently the document preservation in the Mekong Delta provincial 

libraries is facing with many difficulties. Therefore, the efficiency of 

document preservation is not high. In that context, the libraries should have 

appropriate solutions to improve the efficiency of document preservation in 

the library such as general solutions, solutions of precautionary preservation, 

restorative preservation and improvement of preventive conditions. 

 

CONCLUSION  

 
Libraries in the world, including Vietnamese libraries, especially the 

Mekong Delta public libraries have paid much attention to the preservation 

of documents. As the Mekong Delta region in Vietnam is often flooded. 

Although, the document preservation at the provincial libraries in this area 

has been paid attention, there are still many difficulties in terms of policies, 

budget, human resources and facilities reserved for document preservation. 

Therefore, studying the issue of document preservation at provincial 

libraries in the Mekong Delta in order to find effective solutions for 

document preservation is extremely urgent. 

In order to solve the above-mentioned research, the dissertation has 

clarified the theoretical basis of document preservation and especially 

emphasized the important role of document preservation at the Mekong 

Delta provincial libraries. This is a very important scientific basis for the 

dissertation to rely on making the survey, analysis and evaluation of 

document preservation situation at provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta, 

finding out objective and subjective causes to impact on the status of 

document preservation at the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta. 

Based on the analysis and appraisal of the library status, in the thesis 

four groups of feasible solutions are proposed, including a group of general 

solutions, a group of preventive preservation solution, a group of restorative 

preservation solution and a group of solutions to strengthen the conditions 

for the preservation and ensure the durability of the document to overcome 

the limitations, contributing to improve the quality of document preservation 

at the provincial libraries in the Mekong Delta.  

Finally, in order to increase the efficiency, the thesis proposes 

recommendations for the preservation of documents to the authorities at all 

levels and related agencies. 
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